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Synopsis

"This was a gift. My wife loved it." - Vance Anderson  
"My 82 year old Mom loves these books, they keep her sharp and active." - Ricepudding  
Volume 2 Is Now Available At:  
http://www..com/Large-Print-Bible-Word-Search/dp/1508667667  
Large Print Bible Word Search - Mom Approved!  

For years my 80 year old mom has loved to do word search puzzles. Most of the books she gets are small paperbacks and she sometimes struggles trying to read them. The so-called 'large print' word search books are very often not that large and even worse the answers are usually crammed four to a page at the back of the book. This bible word search book is like no other!  
Each puzzle is full-page and extra-large with the word clues conveniently located at the bottom. Each puzzle grid is 21 X 21 large all-cap letters with the largest puzzles containing 24 clues, some multi-word. All the puzzles are numbered and the answers are conveniently located in the back. Just do a 'Look Inside' to see how large the puzzles and answers are!  

I know you or your loved one will be thrilled with this large print word search book. Order yours now!  

PLEASE NOTE: Many of the clues are multiple word such as: MOUNTAIN OF GOD  
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Customer Reviews

My 82 year old Mom loves these books, they keep her sharp and active  

I purchased this for my mom who was diagnosed with dementia and she loves it. She goes through
theses books rather quickly. I need to order more

Good Word Search Book

Got this for my Mom, she is able to see the letters and words better than with a normal word find. She is diabetic and has poor eye sight.

the volume was very well done and I hope to purchase more under this publisher. thank you

Wonderful puzzle books. Very entertaining. Large print is easy to see. Learn alot too!

Sent this to my grandmother as a gift; she thoroughly enjoyed it!

Love it, get into it every evening. Can't wait to purchase more.
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